
Visit or contact your nearest showroom today:

Leekes Stores:

Leekes Studios:

Bilston  |  Great Bridge Road, Bilston, W.Mids. WV14 8LB

Coventry  |  Junction 3 M6, W.Mids, Next to the Ricoh Arena. CV6 6PA

Cross Hands  |  Business Parc, Cross Hands, Carms. SA14 6RB

Llantrisant  |  Cowbridge Road, Llantrisant, RCT. CF72 8XU

Melksham  |  Beanacre Road, Melksham, Wilts. SN12 8AG

Park Furnishers  |  Willway Street, Bedminster, Bristol. BS3 4AZ

Wyevale Garden Centres based in:
Hereford  |  Kings Acre Road, Hereford. HR4 0SE

Swindon  |  Near Junction 16 M4, Hay Lane, Swindon. SN4 9QT

Thornbury  |  Milberry Heath, Wotton-under-Edge. GL12 8QH

Web: leekeswindows.co.uk  |  Tel: 0800 015 7749 Tel: 0800 015 7749  |  Web: leekeswindows.co.uk

Inspiring Windows  
for your Home
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Why Choose Leekes?

Award winning family 
owned business trading 
for 120 years

Lowest Price Guarantee†

means we won’t be beaten
on price on proven quotes

Industry accredited:
FENSA, BBA, TrustMark

Well appointed studios:
experience the products
before purchase

Knowledgeable and
experienced staff

Affordable payment
options including Interest
Free Credit# promotions

Constantly evolving range
of products and finishes

10 year guarantee
as standard on every
window and door

Complete 360° service:
design, planning, survey,
and aftercare installation

Leekes Coventry

†Subject to terms and conditions. #Finance is subject to status.

Leekes Llantrisant Community Partnerships
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About Leekes

With 120 years experience in home improvements and over 30 years 
in the glazing industry, trust the experts at Leekes with your dream 
window project.

Leekes is an award winning family business which has been 
helping customers to create beautiful homes since 1897. 
Our home department stores are fully equipped with some 
of the largest conservatory and window studios in the UK 
and are located in Llantrisant, Cross Hands, Melksham, 
Bilston and Coventry. 

We also have conservatory and window studios in Wyevale 
Garden Centres in Hereford, Swindon and Thornbury 
and at Park Furnishers in Bristol. Our showrooms offer an 
opportunity to see our finished displays; full size and fully 
furnished – allowing you to step inside before purchasing. 
Unlike many of our competitors, our stores and studios 
operate extended opening hours enabling you to visit us 
throughout every stage of your project; with our friendly 
staff available, face to face, to help at any time. 

With 120 years of trading history, we bring a wealth of 
experience and strong customer service values to each 
installation we undertake.

Our trained teams of surveyors will take care of planning 
permission and building regulation approvals when 
relevant to your project. Our expert fitters and workmen 
are trained to be clean and efficient to minimise 
disruption during the installation as we realise any build or 
improvement project can be a stressful time in the home. 
Our aim is to complete your 
installation to the highest 
quality and as professionally 
as possible in the time frame 
agreed.

Leekes Cross Hands

The Leekes Retail and Leisure Group also 
includes the award winning Vale Resort – 
a four star hotel with two championship 
golf courses, a luxury spa, a health and 
racquets club and several restaurants 
located west of Cardiff. In addition, the 
Group owns the adjacent Hensol Castle, 
a 17th Century listed building which is 
currently open for conferences, events 
and weddings.

The Wider 
Leekes Group

Hensol Castle Leekes build over 400 
conservatories every year

Leekes fit over 10,000 
windows every year

The Leekes Group employs  
over 1000 people  

with a turnover of more  
than £100 million
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6 Installation

At Leekes, we offer a huge range of energy efficient and 
secure modern glazing options. Improve security and add 
value to your home with A+ rated energy efficient double 
glazing as standard in a range of sizes, colours and finishes 
to complement your home. Our experienced consultants 
can recommend from a huge choice of styles and the 
installation will be completed by our professional team. 
Leekes offer lower guide prices than the national average 

There are many great reasons to shop at Leekes for your 
windows and doors – but don’t just take our word for it. 
Our customers happy to recommend Leekes’ quality and 
workmanship.

with a higher quality product – all available with affordable 
finance options. By installing Leekes A+ rated windows, you 
can achieve a return of over 150% of the original cost of 
the installation on your heating bills over the 25 year BBA 
approved life of the windows – plus they will greatly reduce 
outside noise and improve the security of your home.

Every year our FENSA registered fitters 
install over 10,000 energy efficient A+  
rated windows.

Our secure window locking system is 
backed by our £1000 cash guarantee 
insurance policy.

Our prices are consistently below the 
Which? Guide Price with energy efficient  
A+ rated windows as standard.

Fact File

We spoke with a number of companies when deciding 
who to choose for the job and Leekes stood head and 
shoulders above them all. An excellent and efficient 
sales process, very competitive pricing and high quality 
products all installed by friendly and skilled fitters 
have left us extremely happy with the service. Can’t 
recommend highly enough!

Peter New, Bristol   

Throughout the whole process of quoting, 
ordering and fitting our windows we felt we were 
dealing with people who actually cared about our 
needs, which was ultimately reflected by the non-
pressurised sales approach. I cannot praise enough 
the experience we have had dealing with Leekes. 

Mr & Mrs Dorrofield, Coventry

From inception to completion the 
process was made pleasurable 
and rewarding by a team of 
caring professionals. We were 
supplied with the most able and 
considerate tradesmen, resulting 
in all elements of the work being 
executed to an extremely high 
standard.

Shirley and Phil Gunn, South Wales
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The chart below shows the benefits of choosing 
our Better and Best Energy Efficient windows over 

the industry standard windows.

Product Features
• Double Glazed
•  5 Chambered System
•  High Performing Glass

Double Glazed page

uPVC Casement 12

uPVC Tilt & Turn 14

uPVC Vertical Slider 16

Evolution Flush 28

Evolution Storm 2 32

Aluminium Windows 40

Product Features
• Triple Glazed
•  5 Chambered System
•  High Performing Glass

Triple Glazed page

uPVC Casement 12

uPVC Tilt & Turn 14

Choosing our energy efficient windows  
can save you between £433 and  
£955 a year on your energy bills*

* Based on data obtained from Glass and Glazing Federation calculator.

A++
A+

A
B

C

-19 -10 -9 -1 0 +9 +10 +19 +20

Better

Best

Industry 
Standard
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8 Best Performing Windows

Excellence  
is Our 
Standard
Energy Ratings Explained

The BFRC label clearly indicates the rating of the designated 
window (A++ to G) depending on the energy efficiency 
levels achieved by the manufacturer. A++ is the most energy 
efficient, G the least efficient. The level of energy efficiency 
is indicated by one of a range of coloured bars – very similar 
to the energy efficiency labels found on fridges, freezers, 
washing machines and other household products.

All windows now have to comply with energy ratings. As a result an 
independent body, The BFRC (British Fenestration Rating Council) 
provide a label system that enable consumers to understand any 
products energy performance.

During the rating process the energy efficiency level 
is calculated and verified by BFRC, who are totally 
independent from any manufacturing or installing company. 
Manufacturers of BFRC rated product and BFRC Authorised 
Installers are audited to ensure that their energy efficient 
windows are achieving the stated rating. The BFRC energy 
ratings allow you to compare varying window products and 
choose the most suitable for your home.

Q-Lon The best weather 
seal gasket in the world
Our windows feature the innovative 

Q-Lon weather seals. Offering exceptional 
performance over a wide temperature 

range, they don’t shrink or stretch. Instead 
they retain their original shape year after 

year to maintain an excellent weather 
seal. The unique construction actively 

absorbs noise pollution, increasing acoustic 
insulation. Immune to rot, mould, mildew, 

UV and ozone and CFC-free, Q-Lon weather 
seals will last the lifetime of a window.
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Opt for traditional white 
frames, or a natural 
woodgrain effect in 
golden oak, rosewood 
or mahogany. Choose 
Georgian, stained, 
diamond lead or bevelled 
glass.

Whatever style you 
choose, you’ll find our 
windows can be designed 
to match any property – 
from traditional cottage to 
modern townhouse.

Hugely experienced 
Design Consultants 
and commitment to 
providing excellent 

customer service makes 
Leekes the first choice.
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uPVC Windows

New windows can really enhance the look of your home, both 
from the inside and out. We offer a wide range of styles to suit 
both traditional and new build properties.
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I recently had the whole house re-glazed 
with uPVC to replace very old wooden 
frames. Leekes had a good, professional 
service from Leekes with fast written 
quotes. The two fitters were friendly, 
experienced and knowledgeable and 
were able to keep the disruption to a 
minimum. I was pleasantly surprised at 
the competitive costs – even against 
dedicated local glazing firms. 

Norman Allen, Cardiff
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uPVC Casement  
Windows

An extensive range of windows 
and our most popular design.

Casement Windows offer improved security and 
superior energy efficiency. They aren’t just pleasing on 
the eye, they’re practical too – minimal maintenance 
means their good looks will last well into the future. 
With many design options such as decorative 
glass, Georgian and Astragal Bars and Mock Horns, 
casement windows can be tailored to give your home 
a unique new look.
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I would like to thank everyone 
concerned with the fitting of my new 
windows. I am very pleased that the 
style of window that was suggested 
looks so good.

I have had many good comments 
from family, friends and neighbours 
regarding the new appearance of my 
house. I do not hesitate to say who 
fitted them and how pleased I am.

Janet, Herefordshire
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uPVC Tilt &
Turn Windows

The Tilt & Turn Window allows 
you to enjoy the benefits of a 
truly versatile product, offering 
both aesthetic and practical 
options.

Available in a number of style options and allowing 
larger opening areas, this product can be used for fire 
escape openings. Our Tilt & Turn window is available 
with a variety of glazing options which include Georgian 
bars and leaded and obscure glass.
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previous home by Leekes several years 
ago. We were impressed by the total lack 
of ‘hard sell’ – unlike other double glazing 
companies. So when we needed double 
glazing throughout our new home, we 
decided to use Leekes again. We are 
delighted with the quality of the Sash 
Windows, they are completely in keeping 
with our Victorian house and look like they 
have always been there. We would have no 
hesitation in recommending Leekes to our 
friends and family.  

Anne Hills, Melksham
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uPVC Sash
Windows (Vertical Sliders)

The uPVC Sash Window range 
combines the elegance of 
traditional Sash Windows 
with the benefits of modern 
materials.

Combine the charm of traditional Sash Windows with 
the benefits of energy efficient and secure modern 
glazing. Based on the original wooden Sash Windows 
from the Georgian and Edwardian periods, the modern 
alternative incorporates A Rated frames and secure 
toughened glazing while still including the details of the 
original windows. Upgrade to include Georgian astragal 
bars, or leave the windows as single panes and minimal 
depending on your preference.
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From start to finish, our window replacement 
project was a total success. No pressure, 
welcoming, customer friendly & professional 
staff at every turn. We had 13 year old single 
glazed windows and 1 French door replaced with 
modern and attractive double glazed items that 
have improved the look and feel of the house 
immeasurably. And of the 3 quotations received, 
the Leekes quote was the most competitive, and 
despite our numerous changes of mind on design 
and handle colour, Leekes were more than happy 
to accommodate us.

Carol and Paul Lingard, Staffordshire
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uPVC Bay & Bow
Windows

Bay Windows retain the 
traditional look of your home 
creating space, character  
and allowing light to flood  
your room. 

Our Bow Windows offer you the versatility of creating 
the illusion of space and depth by allowing more 
light into your home without the need for additional 
building work. All Bay & Bow Windows can incorporate 
Casement, and Tilt & Turn styles to suit your home.
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uPVC Windows allow a wide range of styles to be 
produced to suit your home, from contemporary 
to traditional.

Why not individualise your home with our range 
of glass designs from leaded lights to bevels. We 
even provide obscure glass for increased privacy.

Colours are becoming more popular and allow you 
to individualise your home. Not just the outside 
but the inside too. Choose from our extensive 
range of colours.

Style

Colours & Finishes

Our uPVC range is available with a suite of handle 
types and colours to suit your home and style.

Handle Options

Glass Designs

uPVC is a robust and hard-wearing material that 
requires minimal maintenance. Just wipe clean or 
wash to keep your windows looking as good as 
new.

Low Maintenance

20
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Features & 
Benefits

uPVC windows
Our range of uPVC windows come in many styles and 
finishes, designed to suit any home. Offering high 
security, energy performance and low maintenance 
as standard.

As standard Leekes offer A+ and A++ energy ratings 
in Double and Triple Glazing options. With our high 
performance energy ratings you can save money on your 
energy bills.

All our uPVC windows come with high security multi-point 
locking as standard, ensuring your home is safe and secure.

Safety & Security

A+ Rated Energy



Astragal Bars
Offer a traditional finish by 
planting shaped bars on 
top of the glass panes thus 
creating depth to the design 
and the look of individual 
glass units.

Georgian Bars
Allows you to tailor your 
windows to create a personal 
finish for your home. This 
is achieved by inserting a 
shaped bar in between the 
glass panes.

Top Over Fix
A traditional style casement 
that complements most 
house types and provides 
safe and secure ventilation.

Mock Horn
Our Mock Horn feature 
enhances the aesthetics of 
your windows by achieving 
the appearance of a 
traditional Sash Window.

Multi Configured 
Style
uPVC Windows allows a 
multitude of configurations 
to be created to suit any 
application.

Equal Sightline 
(Dummy Sashes)
Dummy sashes allow equal 
window sightlines that are 
more common with timber 
windows. Available within 
our uPVC range.

Step Sightline
Standard uPVC configuration 
are supplied in stepped 
sightlines when dummy 
sashes are not incorporated.

Leaded Glass
A classic British design that 
complements traditional and 
older homes, but equally 
brings a sense of grandeur to 
more modern properties.

Design Features

Make your windows unique 
or simply add some finishing 
touches to complement the 
existing look of your home.

23
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Our SAC shootbolt locking system is specially 
designed to improve security and performance. It 
also takes pressure away from the hinges, ensuring 
a longer life for your windows. The tight seal 
guarantees superb weather protection too, so you’ll 
feel safe and secure in every way. Features and 
benefits include:

•  8 Point locking system with unique corner drive 
design on ALL windows.

•  Unique full depth Eurogroove lock-out design to 
maximise security performance.

•  400% more shootbolt contact area when 
compared to traditional flat shootbolts.

•  Supaglide gearbox action, tested to 100,000 
cycles (equivalent to 30 years of heavy use).

• Made from Sylon Composite for strength and  
 maintenance free durability.

Ask for our 
‘Secured By 

Design’ security 
upgrade

uPVC
 Security

22

£1000
Security 

Guarantee
Ask for details

Design Features
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All of our hardware is available in four high quality finishes designed to complement your home and complete with a two 
year guarantee.

Heritage Range hardware is also available. The ‘Monkey Tail’ design is not only aesthetically pleasing, but fully 
functioning and compatible too.

Upgrade to our
10 Year Hardware 

Guarantee
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24 uPVC Colour Options

Our wide choice of colours offer a range of options 
to match and complement your existing brick colour. 
Our FREE quote and design service can give you a 
visual image of how your finished windows could look 
in different colours. Depending on your chosen build 
design and desired outcome the colour selected can 

White Cream Dark Grey Black/Brown

Irish Oak Golden Oak Chartwell GreenRosewood

A vast array of glazing options are available. Patterned, Georgian, Stained and Leaded for example. We can help you through 
the selection process and ensure you choose the style that suits your requirements.

transform your home into a more traditional or modern 
look. For example, Chartwell Green or Golden Oak can 
complement more traditional designs whereas Grey, Black 
or White can enhance a modern property.

uPVC Pilkington Glass Glazing Options

Chantilly

Florielle

Reeded

Charcoal Sticks

Mayflower

Taffeta

Contora

Minster

Warwick

Digital

Oak

Everglade

Pelerine

Stippolyte

Standard Handles Signature Handles

ChromeGoldBlackWhiteBlackWhite ChromeGold
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With all the beauty of traditional 
timber, our Evolution windows 
have to be seen to be believed. 
Each window is carefully made 
with unique and intricate 
elements. Every window we make 
is bespoke to your individual 
needs, wants and requirements 
and hand finished by our skilled 
craftsmen. 

An Evolution Window is packed 
full of carefully considered and 
expertly crafted features to create 
the perfect luxury enhancement 
for your home.

Taking the best from 
the past to create 

the most advanced 
products that help 

enhance and protect 
your home, Evolution 
windows come with a 

15 year guarantee.
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Evolution Windows

Our luxury Evolution Windows blend specialist knowledge with 
the finest materials and craftsmanship for the ultimate next 
generation window. 

 Leekes Exclusive
15 Year Guarantee
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Thank you so much Leekes, for 
fitting our Evolution windows. 
The two fitters have been a 
pleasure having around and a 
credit to the company. We had 
a few problems with our house 
being 17th century, but nothing 
fazed the fitting team and the 
workmanship they produced 
was second to none. My 
windows are better than I ever 
imagined and look like painted 
wood, just how I wanted. 

Angie Shorthouse, Herefordshire
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Flush Timber  
Effect Window
Where tradition meets 
technology with a simple  
and elegant aesthetic.

Designed to create a stunning focal point and featuring 
traditional aesthetics, the Flush-fitting Window is 
ideal for properties that are replacing original Timber 
Windows, or for those wanting authentic looks, but 
wish to take advantage of modern window technology. 
Flush casements are a timeless, elegant window solution 
with openers that close fully into the frame to deliver a 
beautiful flush appearance.

 Leekes Exclusive
15 Year Guarantee
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Timber Look Joints

Our timber-look joint has been designed and 
patented to allow the windows to replicate 
traditional joinery methods used in the production 
of original timber windows. This unique joint has all 
the realism of natural timber, but the strength and 
practicality of a modern window.

A+ Energy Rating

With an exceptional A+11 and 1.3 U value Energy 
Rating as standard, the heat generated in your 
home will not be able to escape with the highly 
energy efficient Flush Window. Your bills will reduce 
in cost and your house will stay warm and cosy for 
years to come. 

Safety & Security

Handcrafted Finish

Handle Options

Our high security locks engage on three sides 
of the opening casement to give maximum 
protection against intrusion. The other side of the 
opening Sash is made secure by fitting security 
SAC bolts. With all four sides of the opening 
sashes secure, customers can be assured that their 
home is fully protected against potential intruders. 

Each window is handmade in our specialist 
factories, so with every section of the window put 
together by hand you can be sure of a product 
with superior quality, made by an experienced 
team of trained and experienced craftsmen.

For total peace of mind the style of handles won’t 
compromise performance and security, as every 
handle comes with secure locking built in as 
standard. Choose from Tradtional, Standard and 
Contemporary designs from our handle selection.
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Features & 
Benefits

Evolution Flush  
Timber Effect Windows
Our Evolution Flush windows offers you a true 
timber aesthetic, but using modern materials to 
combine high performing security and energy, with 
a traditional heritage appearance. The Flush window 
design fits within the outer frame to give a clean and 
simple finish. 

Traditional Timber Styling

Real Wood Aesthetics & Colour

The authentic looking wood grained finish and our feature 
joints replicating real timber is now enjoyed with minimal 
maintenance and with the highest performing modern 
technologies. We also offer a colour matching service so 
any RAL colour can be produced, simply talk to one of our 
designers about choosing a bespoke RAL colour.  

With the Traditional Flush window, you can achieve the 
authentic look of wood, but without the constant yearly 
maintenance such as sanding and re painting. The 
innovative woodgrain effect ensures a realistic timber 
finish and a virtually maintenance free window. 

 Leekes Exclusive
15 Year Guarantee
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We have just had all our windows 
and doors installed by Leekes, 
and purchased the Evolution 
range and without doubt they are 
the best windows and doors on 
the market. We now listen to our 
neighbours comments about the 
total transformation of the house 
that the windows and doors have 
made!

Mike Duffy, West Midlands
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Storm 2 Timber 
Effect Casement 
Windows
Evolution windows are truly 
unique, a window unlike any 
other on the market.

Ground-breaking design fuses exquisite traditional 
timber aesthetics with modern technology to produce a 
truly sensational window that delivers ‘the best of both 
worlds’ for style and performance. Storm 2 Windows 
offer intricate period detailing and authentic colour 
options with an impressive A+13 energy rating.

 Leekes Exclusive
15 Year Guarantee
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Timber Look Joints

The patented timber-look joint has been designed 
to allow all sashes to closely replicate the classic 
joinery methods used in the production of 
traditional windows. This unique joint has all the 
beauty of natural timber, but all the strength of a 
modern weld. 

A+ Energy Rating

Providing remarkable acoustic and thermal 
performance, this stormproof window delivers 
an impressive A+ 13 energy rating – as standard. 
It can also be upgraded to incorporate triple 
glazing, or to feature our innovative acoustic glass.

Handcrafted Finish

Safety & Security

These windows feature the latest easy Escape 
Egress Hinges as well as a host of innovative 
security features, incorporating high security 
multi-point shootbolt locking systems to keep your 
home safe.

Our factories are filled with people, not machines. 
Every section of the window is put together by 
hand – every Georgian bar, every Mock Horn – is 
cut and put together by an experienced team of 
craftsmen.

Handle Options

We offer three main handle ranges, many 
also have the option of matching working, or 
decorative peg stays. For total peace of mind 
that style won’t compromise performance, every 
handle comes with secure locking built in as 
standard. Our handle collections are categorised 
into Tradtional, Standard and Contemporary 
ranges.
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Traditional Timber Styling

Real Wood Aesthetics & Colour

Our unique technology marries beautiful wooden 
aesthetics, from an authentic grained finish to our 
unique handcrafted joints, with the highest performing 
technology. We also offer a bespoke colour matching 
service, so if you have found a particular colour you love 
or wish to replicate an existing colour present in your 
property, we can colour match it.

Taking inspiration from classical cottage windows, this 
window blends intricate period detailing and authentic 
colour options featuring advanced material technology 
and innovative design to create a unique window, which 
offers unrivalled aesthetics and a virtually maintenance 
free solution.

Features & 
Benefits

Storm 2 Timber Effect 
Casement Windows
Our Evolution Storm 2 range provides you with 
the ultimate in timber alternative windows but with 
increased energy performance and high security. We 
offer a range of styles and colours to suit your home.

 Leekes Exclusive
15 Year Guarantee
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Beautiful Sightlines
Equal and perfectly balanced sightlines and frame 
proportions to deliver a greater glazed area, allowing more 
light into your home.

Evolution Design Features

Every inch and contour uses the absolute latest  
in technology for exceptional performance. 

Classic Georgian Bar
Our Georgian Windows replicate the appearance and 
proportions of a traditional Timber Window with the authentic 
Georgian bar and ovolo finishing. 

Traditional Cill Detail
Evolution cills have been developed to authentically replicate 
the depth of a traditional timber cill, seamlessly blending in 
with the window design. 

Timber – Look Joint
The patented timber-look joint has been designed to allow all 
sashes to closely replicate the classic joinery methods used in 
the production of traditional windows.

36
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Evolution Colour Options

The Evolution standard internal colour is white woodgrain. 
This beautiful combination ensures that the internal face 
is neutral and will complement any interior design styles. 
Should you wish to have both sides of your windows 
featuring a timber or painted colour finish, this can be 
created for you. In addition to our collection of classical 
timber finishes, Evolution can also paint your windows to 

Natural Wood Rosewood Black

Anthracite Grey Olive Grey Agate Grey

White GrainNatural Oak

one of over 200 RAL colours using our in-house colouring 
facility. Our painting process involves applying a hard-
wearing coating that has a guarantee of 10 years, but 
carries the life expectancy of 30+ years.

Cream

Smooth White
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Standard White Standard Satin Standard Gunmetal Standard Gold Standard Chrome Standard Black

360 White/White 360 Satin/Satin 360 Gunmetal/Gunmetal 360 Gold/Gold 360 Chrome/White 360 Chrome/Satin

360 Chrome/Gunmetal 360 Chrome/Gold 360 Chrome/Chrome 360 Chrome/Black 360 Black/Black Teardrop White/White

Teardrop Satin/Satin Teardrop Gunmetal/Gunmetal Teardrop Gold/Gold Teardrop Chrome/White Teardrop Chrome/Satin Teardrop Chrome/Gunmetal

Teardrop Chrome/Gold Teardrop Chrome/Chrome Teardrop Chrome/Black Teardrop Black/Black Monkey Tail Pewter Monkey Tail Black

Period Curved Pewter Period Curved Black Monkey Tail Smooth Bulb End Black Bulb End Pewter

Evolution Hardware38
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We offer three main handle ranges and many also have 
the option of matching working, or decorative peg 
stays. For total peace of mind, style won’t compromise 
performance or security and every Evolution handle 
comes with secure locking built in as standard. The handle 
collections are categorised into three ranges:

Standard

Standard

Storm2 (Upgrade)

360 Handle 
Teardrop Handle

Flush (Upgrade)

Monkey Tail Handle  
Bulb-End Handle 
Period Curved Handle
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Ultra-slim frames allow more 
natural light into each living space 
and give the outdoor views.

Leekes aluminium windows are 
made to measure and each 
window is manufactured using 
the very latest technologies and 
processes to create the finest 
finish. Available in two styles – the 
elegantly sculpted Traditional and 
the square-edged Contemporary, 
these exclusive super-slim 
windows will provide a stylish 
facelift for any home.

Aluminium is the 
preferred material of

astute architects 
looking for longevity, 
performance, good 

looks and superb lifetime 
value for money.
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Aluminium Windows

From a traditional country cottage to a contemporary town 
house, our aluminium range of windows offers style and 
elegance to suit all tastes.
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Window Systems

Your Leekes designer will help you decide which 
window system is appropriate and explain the 
differences. There are two contemporary systems 
and three traditional systems and all achieve 
the same level of security and energy-rating 
performance.

A Energy Rating

Aluminium Windows achieve a window energy A 
rating when used in conjunction with the correct 
double or triple-glazed unit. Enhanced with 
polyamide thermal barrier technology, solar heat 
is kept out in the summer and radiant heat kept in 
during the winter.

High Strength

Safety & Security

Aluminium Windows incorporate many security 
features as standard. Each lock has a combination 
of hooks and anti-lift bolts with high-security hinge 
guards available across the range. You can keep 
your family safe with restrictor hinges to prevent the 
risk of falling.

The strength of aluminium allow for slimmer 
profiles. Slim window frames maximise the amount 
of natural light entering your home, especially 
in smaller openings or where Georgian bars are 
fitted.

Design & Hardware

Hardware is available in a choice of finishes 
allowing you to tailor your windows to suit your 
interior. For a truly traditional look, tailor your 
windows with glass decorations such as astragal, 
Georgian or decorative lead bars. Optional easy-
clean hinges let you slide your window open to 
one side allowing you to easily clean both sides.

A
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Slim Frames

Colour & Finish

Available in 7 standard colours, 36 bespoke colours and 
dual colour combinations, each aluminium window is 
powder-coated to give one of the most durable finishes 
available.The high quality colour process won’t discolour, 
rust or peel, giving it an attractive appearance for longer. 
There is even an option for a ‘marine grade’ finish for 
those who live near the sea. 

Slim and strong aluminium frames increase the ratio 
of glass to frame therefore letting more light into your 
home. The strength of aluminium allows frames to be 
up to 50% slimmer giving a super-sleek look. Clean 
joints and subtle lines offer an exceptional finish for 
homeowners to admire.

Features & 
Benefits

Aluminium Traditional and 
Contemporary Windows
Our range of Aluminium Windows will suit both 
traditional and contemporary homes and are now 
available in a range of slim sightlines, colours and 
finishes.
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White Black Graphite Chrome Satin Silver Polished Gold Antique Black

Hardware is available in a choice of finishes allowing you to tailor your windows to suit your interior.

Aluminium Glass Options

For a truly traditional look, tailor your windows with glass 
decorations such as astragal, Georgian or decorative lead bars.

For additional security and to retain the slim sightlines, system 1 & 3 has been designed with a handle block manufactured into 
the frame. This will appear as a separate section when viewed internally. An example of this is shown on the Graphite and Satin 
Silver handle above.

Aluminium Colour & Hardware Options

White Black Grey Grey & White

Contemporary Traditional

White

Aluminium Design Features
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Contemporary

SYSTEM

1
Flat Sash 
Internally 
Beaded

SYSTEM

2
Bevelled Sash 

Externally 
Beaded

Traditional

SYSTEM

5
Featured Sash  

Externally 
Beaded

Your Leekes designer will help you decide which window 
system is most appropriate for your project and explain 
the differences. All window systems achieve the same 
level of security and window energy rating performance. 
The main difference between an externally and internally 
beaded window is the aesthetics.

Dummy Sashes*
If you have an eye for detail you may wish to 
consider ‘dummy sashes’ to give that truly 
symmetric design. Window styles that have a 
combination of opening and fixed areas can 
look a little uneven due to the frame design. A 
dummy sash allows you to balance the sight-
lines and create a more uniformed look. 

* required for system 1

With Dummy Sash

Without Dummy Sash

Optional easy-clean hinges let you slide your window open to one side allowing you to easily clean both sides of the glass from 
inside the home. These have the added benefit of opening to almost 90°, giving an unobstructed view from your room and 
creating an easy fire exit.

Easy-clean 
Hinges
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With a portfolio of products that 
take advantage of design, material 
and production advances, the 
integrity of existing windows remains 
uncompromised. Strong, reliable and 
long-lasting, Secondary Glazing allows 
the aesthetics of period buildings to 
shine through whilst keeping rooms 
warm and safe.

Available in both slim aluminium and 
heavy-duty aluminium options all 
frames and glazing styles come with a 
five year warranty.

Made from durable 
aluminium, secondary 
glazing comes with a  

5 year warranty on 
frames and glazing 

and a 2 year warranty 
on moving parts.
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Secondary Glazing

Secondary Glazing consists of a fully independent internal 
window, providing significant noise reduction, improved thermal 
performance and enhanced security.
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Value for Money

The economic case for Secondary Glazing has 
been proven time and again – providing a major 
insulation boost; stopping heat loss and cutting 
energy bills. Additional cost-saving is achieved 
from not having to replace every primary window 
frame.

5 Year Warranty

All products are backed up with a 5 year warranty 
on frames and glazing and two year warranty on 
moving parts.

Condensation Solution

Retain Character

For those that own period properties, Secondary 
Glazing provides the option of remaining faithful 
to the integrity of the original building, whilst 
benefitting from the warmth, quiet and enhanced 
security of modern window systems.

Secondary Glazing provides an internal seal 
that allows balanced, low level ventilation within 
the window reveal cavities. This stops the inner 
glass from becoming too cold and prevents 
condensation from forming.

Enhanced Security

Secondary Glazing provides an additional physical 
barrier against forced entry. Frames are made 
from tough aluminium and securely fixed to resist 
forcing. The use of cutting tools are deterred 
through a sophisticated combination of glass, 
resin and polycarbonate, whilst the risk from the 
tampering of locks and catches, or removal of the 
glass or glazed panels, is also negated.
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Acoustic Performance

Thermal Insulation

Reports show that up to 10% of heat is lost through your 
windows. As Secondary Glazing is often fitted with a 
150mm – 200mm cavity from the primary window, the 
air filled cavity acts as an insulator. The creation of an 
insulating layer of air is as important to the retention of 
energy as the fitment and seals. With the right glass, the 
result can be a reduction in heat loss by as much as 65%.

Secondary Glazing continues to grow in popularity due 
to its unique soundproofing. It is manufactured on state 
of the art CNC machinery which ensures a tight sealed 
frame. The installation of this extra barrier makes it hard 
for sound waves to pass through, reducing noise levels by 
up to 80%. 

Features & 
Benefits

Secondary Glazing
Our range of Secondary Glazing uses minimal 
sightlines, advanced acoustic performance, and 
energy efficiency – all while keeping your existing 
windows. Ideal for noisy areas or for listed buildings.
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Lift Out

LO OR HLO SLLO

Lift out unit Slimline liftout unit

Max width or max height Max width or max height

t 2,000mm 2,000mm t 2,000mm 2,000mm

h On Application

Hinged Casement

HU

4 panel

Max width or max height

t 950mm 2,100mm

Hinged Casement (Heritage hinged unit will house up to 28mm sealed unit)

HHU OR HHU-TT DHHU

Heritage hinged casement Double heritage hinged casement

Max width or max height Max width or max height

h 1,400mm 2,400mm h 2,800mm 2,800mm

• Curved head window

• Gothic head window

• Trickle vent

• Acoustic trickle vent

• Acoustic tile board

• Shaped corners

• Flyscreen

Optional extras:

All windows are supplied fully assembled and ready to install. Units comprise of an 
aluminium outer frame joined to a seasoned hardwood timber surround.

KEY  t = Traditional h = Heritage range

Thickness 4mm to 6.8mm 4mm to 8.8mm

Seco
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SS2 OR HSS2 CO3 OR HCO3 SS3 OR HSS3

2 panel 3 panel 3 panel (fixed centre panel)

Max width or max height Max width or max height Max width or max height

t 2,400mm 1,800mm t 3,600mm 1,800mm t 3,600mm 1,800mm

h 3,200mm 2,700mm h 4,900mm 2,700mm h 4,900mm 2,700mm

SS4 OR HSS4 SS5 OR HSS5

4 panel 5 panel

Max width or max height Max width or max height

t 4,900mm 1,800mm t 4,900mm 1,800mm

h 4,900mm 2,700mm h 4,900mm 2,700mm

Horizontal Sliding

Vertical Sliding

BVS OR HBVS TBVS OR HTBVS

4 panel 5 panel

Max width or max height Max width or max height

t 1,500mm 3,000mm t 1,500mm 3,000mm

h 1,500mm 3,000mm h 1,500mm 3,000mm

Insert Panel

INS

4 panel

Max width or max height

t 1,500mm 3,000mm

h 1,500mm 3,000mm
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Appeal Home Shading

Appeal has been established for over 25 years and is the industry 
leader in bespoke high quality and advanced technology shading 
solutions. As a preferred retailer, Leekes offers exclusive deals on 
Appeal’s range of conservatory blinds, powered blinds, window 
shutters, insect screens and patio awnings.

Powered Window Blinds

ULTRA Smart wire-free blinds offer state-of-the-art remote 
controlled blinds operated at the touch of a button for the 
contemporary, automated home. There’s no need for wiring to 
the mains or ugly trunking. 

A quiet motor and a slim battery pack will give 12 months’ use 
(under normal operating conditions) before being re-charged.  
ULTRA Smart blinds have no hanging cords or chains to spoil 
the look of your window and are fully child-safe. ULTRA Smart 
blinds give you control at your fingertips: hand-held or wall-
mounted remote controls allow you to adjust blinds individually 
or as groups. In addition you can choose from a range of 
options, including a timer, solar panel charger or a temperature 
and light sensor.

Window Shutters

Appeal wooden window shutters will enhance the interior 
of any type of property, whether traditional or modern.

The slim louvre design enables simple and effective 
control of light, shade and privacy, depending on your 
requirements. Window shutters help with temperature 
control, providing insulation in the winter months and 
a cooling effect during summer. They are available in 
different styles and finishes to suit any room including 
moisture resistant finishes for bathrooms and kitchens. 
Window shutters from Appeal can be colour matched to 
any shade to complement your interior decor.
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We would like very much to express our complete satisfaction with the double glazing installed by Leekes recently. The finished 
product was absolutely perfect inside and out and we cannot praise their work sufficiently. We have and always will recommend 
Leekes to anyone requiring high quality double glazing installed to the highest standards. 

Beryl & Michael White, Hereford 

My wife and I wanted to purchase uVPC windows and 
doors including one oak coloured composite front door. 
We received four quotes from different companies 
including Leekes. We visited the showroom and were won 
over by the lovely designs and excellent quality of their 
products. I must say the new windows and doors must 
have added value to our property, they look awesome. 
Would we recommend Leekes for windows and doors? Yes 
we would 100%. 

Alun Gunter, Merthyr Tydfil 

Leekes installed a total of nine windows for us and we 
found the whole process very easy to deal with. All the 
members of staff were very helpful, friendly and informative. 
The product is excellent and the final finish adds a fine 
aesthetic to our property. When ordering we requested 
different colours inside and outside for some windows, this 
was no problem and no extra cost. We are highly delighted 
with the service we have received from Leekes.

Maureen Wishart, Wiltshire 

uPVC Windows in Golden Oak uPVC Windows in Golden Oak

uPVC Windows in White 
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Before we chose Leekes we researched all the other window companies and we found the quality poor and the price 
unbelievable, we found Leekes had a truly outstanding product and very fairly priced. 

We must mention the installation team Steve and Dan from Leekes South Wales, as company Directors ourselves we have never 
seen workmen who work 10 to 12 hours per day then fully vacuum and clean up each night before leaving the site, without 
doubt two of the best guys working for this hard working company. 

Mike Duffy, West Midlands

It was a pleasure to deal with Leekes, from the very start 
all staff were polite and helpful and there was no hard sell. 
The fitters were on time every day, very honest, very clean 
workers and all round extremely pleasant. The after care is 
great and I am delighted with the job and the company. 

Mr & Mrs Bryant, South Wales 

At each stage in the process of installing new windows and 
doors to our property, Leekes have done a fantastic job. 
From initial discussions in our local showroom in Coventry, 
to the sales team, surveyor & finally the installation we 
have been extremely pleased. The installation team in 
particular took great care and attention to detail and we 
are delighted with the finished product, which has greatly 
enhanced our property. 

Diane, Rugby

Aluminium Windows in Grey uPVC Windows in Rosewood

Evolution Windows in Cream
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Our Service

Visit one of our showrooms to gain inspiration on the design 
and function of your new windows and doors.

Choice

We offer a FREE, no obligation design and planning service. 
Our design consultants will visit your home to discuss your ideas 
and measure your existing windows and doors, alternatively you 
can visit your nearest showroom with your measurements.

Planning

Our design and planning experts will create a design according 
to your requirements. This encompasses the initial technical 
specification and the creation of the 3D visuals to show the 
proposed design of your new windows.

Design & Expertise

When you are ready to proceed with your project, we’ll send 
one of our experienced surveyors to your home to confirm that 
the measurements and options such as handles and glass are 
accurate.

Survey

Once our survey is complete, our administration team order 
and book your installation.

Confirmation & Order

We offer flexible installation options to suit your requirements 
and our installation coordinators will ensure the project runs 
smoothly from start to finish.

Installation

At Leekes we provide a quality service from the design stage 
through to the installation, bringing a wealth of experience and 
a focus on customer satisfaction – all supported by a minimum 
10 year guarantee.

Our Promise

Your project may be completed but our service is not. Should 
you have any questions about your windows or doors during its 
guarantee period we’re always happy to help.

Aftercare
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You will only pay Leekes which means you do not have to deal 
with any risk of unreliable tradesmen or multiple payments. We 
control the whole project from start to finish for your peace of 
mind.

New A+ Rated windows will improve on noise reduction. We also 
have an acoustic glass upgrade if you’re in a particularly noisy 
area. Condensation can be reduced and it is not uncommon to 
see this appear on the outer pane.

Deposits are from £100, with the balance paid on completion. If 
you would rather spread the cost, we offer a range of affordable 
finance options. All finance is subject to status and you can refer 
to our website for our latest finance offers.

This will depend on your chosen design and product type but 
an average timescale is from 6 – 8 weeks from start to finish. 
Aluminium and Evolution windows can take slightly longer due  
to the more complex manufacturing processes involved.

How long will my windows and doors take to install?

Our windows are all A+ rated as standard and designed to retain 
heat and energy in the winter. You can upgrade most options for 
increased thermal performance.

How energy efficient are Leekes windows?

Every project is different and your choice of optional extras such 
as colour, glazing design and brickwork will all affect the price. 
We are confident that our prices are extremely competitive and 
our Lowest Price Guarantee means we will also match any proven 
like-for-like quote.

How much will my windows cost?

Your project will be overseen by an Installation Manager and a 
local team in each location. We provide you with the numbers of 
both so you may contact them during standard office hours with 
any questions. Our stores are also open 7 days a week and are 
available for you to contact should you need to.

Who can I contact if I have a question?

All trades are contracted to Leekes and our fitters are sole 
contractors. We train them to be able to install a range of 
products and ensure they are certified as official Fensa installers. 
This training and testing means they are qualified installers and 
have a proven track record. As they are our installers, their work is 
fully guaranteed by Leekes, giving you complete peace of mind.

Do the fitters work for Leekes?

Who do I pay for the work?

There will never be any hidden costs or fees. As long as there 
are no amendments to the original design, your quote is what 
you will pay which will be confirmed after our surveyor has visited 
your property. The quote is valid for 30 days providing you with 
time to consider your investment.

Are there any hidden costs?

We will advise you if planning permission is needed and if it is, 
we will take care of the application for you.

Will I need planning permission?

What about sound reduction and condensation?

What are the payment options?

FAQ’s

Leekes dispose of waste from the site leaving it clean and clear. 
We take environmental issues and waste management seriously 
and ensure that materials are disposed of correctly.

What happens to any building waste? 
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Design Consultant:

Time of Appointment:

Date:

Consultant Contact Number:

Reference Number:   CN




